Introduction
Consider a surface 5 and a point x on 5. Let the parametric vector equation of 5 be (1) x = x(u, v).
The ambient space of the osculating planes at the point x to all of the curves through x is a certain space 5(2, 0) called the two-osculating space of S at x. This space is determined by the six points \¿) X, Xu, Xv, XUu, Xuv, Xvv It is the purpose of this paper -to find all surfaces S in one-to-one point correspondence with S, such that the two-osculating space 5(2, 0) of 5 coincides with the two-osculating space S(2, 0) of S at corresponding points. We shall find that the surface 5 is not arbitrary, but that the functions x satisfy certain third-order partial differential equations studied by Lanet, and by Bompiani. f A similar statement holds for the surface S.
Let the surfaces S and S be in one-to-one point correspondence so that the corresponding points have the same curvilinear coordinates.
In order that 5(2, 0) at x coincide with 5(2, 0) at x, it is necessary and sufficient that the functions be expressible as linear, homogeneous functions of the functions (2). The parametric vector equation of 5 will therefore be of the form (4) x = x(u, v) = Axuu + Bxuv + Cxvv + axu + ßxv + yx.
We shall call the case in which 5(2, 0) is a space of five dimensions and in which the coefficients A, B, C of (4) satisfy the inequality We shall denote by 5(3, 0) the ambient space of the three-dimensional spaces osculating all of the curves on 5 through x. The space 5(3, 0) is determined by the six points (2) and the points \\rj Xuuu, Xuuv, Xuvv, Xvvv.
The non-parabolic case
If we differentiate x defined by (7) with respect to u and v we obtain the following expressions : Xu = Xuuv + axuu + ßxuv + (au + y)xu + ßuxv + yux, (10) Xy ™ j£%iw I «"Vltti I P%VV ~T~ «u^u ~T~ \Pv i l)%V i~ 7l)*«
The points xu, xv are in the space 5(2, 0) if, and only if, the functions x defining the surface 5 satisfy a system of differential equations of the form (11) *uííw ^* & *uu i" *" Xuv ~\ 0 Xw ~J~ v Xu ~\ Trt Xy "T* ß X% It follows therefore that in the non-parabolic case 5(3, 0) ¿i of dimensions no higher than seven. Subcase a. Suppose that S(3, 0) is a space of seven dimensions. It follows that the functions x satisfy the equations (11) and no other third-order differential equations. Under these conditions some of the integrability conditions* of system (11) From (12) and (14) we find that the expressions for xu and x" may be written in the form
Therefore the lines g joining corresponding points x and x of S and 5 form a congruence G, and the surfaces S and S sustain C nets* in relation C; the developables of G intersect S and 5 in"these C nets. Conversely if two nets are in relation C their sustaining surfaces have coincident two-osculating spaces at corresponding points. Subcase b. Suppose that S(3, 0) is of six dimensions. By proper choice of the notation, the functions x satisfy a system of differential equations of the form Xuuv = axuu + Ax«» + bxvv + lxu + mxv + dx,
but no other third-order differential equations.
From (7) we find that Xu = (a + a)xuu + (h + ß)xuv + bxvv + (I + au + y)xu + (m + ßu)xv
It foUows from (17) and (16) [July If we use (18) we may write equations (17) in the form
Some of the integrability conditions of system (16) with 6 = 0 are
A. Suppose first that A?¿0, a' = 0. Under conditions (18) equations (19) may be written in the form
It follows therefore that if A 5¿0, a' = 0, the surfaces S and S sustain C nets, and the lines g joining corresponding points x and x form a congruence G, the developables of G intersecting these surfaces in their C nets. B. Suppose that .4=0. Under this condition another integrability condition of system (16) 
It follows that the tangent to v = const, on S intersects the osculating plane to v = const, on 5. The tangent planes to S and S at x and x respectively intersect in a point; they will intersect in a line if, and only if, a' = a+a = 0, that is, if, and only if, the parametric nets on S and S are in relation C. In this latter case the lines joining corresponding points x and x form a congruence.
The parabolic case
Let us consider the parabolic case. If we differentiate * defined by (8) with respect to « and v, we obtain It follows from (23) and (24) 
x" = a'xuu + ih' + <x)xuv + ib' + ß)xvv + il' + av)xu + im' + ßv + y)xv
From (26) Therefore the surface S generated by the point x defined by the expression
is such that the two-osculating space 5(2, 0) at x coincides with the space 5(2, 0) at xfor every choice ofy. If we make use of equation (28) we may write equation (26) 
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We may readily verify that as x ix) moves along the curve v = const, on 5 (5) the point y = x -px, r 9a 0, describes a curve whose tangent at y is the line g joining x to x. Moreover there exists no other curve on 5 (5) along which x ix) may move so that the line g will generate a developable surface. We may readily verify that the lines g generate a congruence G composed of the tangents to a one-parameter family of asymptotic curves on the surface generated by the point y. However the point y defined by the expression y = x -px, r = 0, is a fixed point, and the lines g form a bundle of lines through this fixed point. Subcase b. Suppose that the space 5(3, 0) is of six dimensions. A. The points xUv, x", as may be seen from (23) (24) and ( We may readily verify that the point x defined by (33) x = xuu -h'xu -b'xv + yx generates a surface S whose two-osculating space 5(2, 0) at x coincides with the two-osculating space 5(2, 0) of S at x. Moreover the tangent planes to S at x and S at x intersect in a line A. The projectivity determined on A by the pencils of tangent lines to S and S at x and x is parabolic. The lines g joining x to xform a congruence of tangents to a one-parameter family of asymptotic curves on a surface. B. The space 5(2, 0) of S at * will also coincide with the space 5(2, 0) at x if ß + b' = 0, and if x satisfies equations (24) and a differential equation of the form (34) x""" = a" Xuu + h"xuv + b"xvv + l"xu + m"xv + d"x.
Two of the integrability conditions of such a system are ô = 0, b' = 0.
It follows therefore that any point defined by the expression x = Xuu + «x" + yx (a and y arbitrary) in the osculating plane to v = const, on S at x generates a surface 5 whose two-osculating space 5(2,0) at x coincides with the space 5(2,0) at x. The tangent planes to S and Satx and x intersect in a point. Suppose that in the expression (4) A =B = C = 0. By a transformation of the curvilinear coordinates we may write (4) in the form (35) x = Xu + yx.
By repeated differentiations we find that 5(2, 0) coincides with 5(2, 0) if, and only if, the functions x satisfy a system of differential equations composed of equations of the form (24) and (34). It follows that the space S(3, 0) of 5 at x is of six dimensions. Conversely if the functions satisfy such a system, a point x defined by (35) generates a surface of the required type.
The conjugate case
Suppose now that 5 sustains a conjugate net. By proper choice of the parameters we may take this net to be the parametric net. The functions x therefore satisfy an equation of the Laplace type (36) Xuv = axu + bxv + ex.
It follows from (36) that 5(2,0) is a space of four dimensions and that 5(3, 0) is a space of not more than six dimensions. Let the point x be defined by the expression (37) x = Axuu + Cxvv + axu + ßxv + yx, wherein not both A and C are zero. A. Suppose first that 5(3, 0) is of six dimensions. We find readily that there exist no surfaces 5 distinct from 5 such that the spaces 5(2, 0) and 5(2, 0) coincide.
B. Suppose that S(3, 0) is of five dimensions. We find from (37) that In order that xv lie in the space 5(2, 0), and that Si3, 0) be a space of five dimensions the coefficient C must be zero. Some of the integrability conditions of the system composed of equations (36) and (39) The tangent planes to 5 and S at x and x intersect in a line. Hence if 5(3, 0) is a space of five dimensions, and if S sustains a conjugate net, the point x defined by (37) will describe a surface S whose two-osculating space 5(2, 0) at x coincides with 5(2, 0) at x if and only if each curve of one of the component families of curves of the conjugate net is a plane curve, and the point x is a point in the plane of the curve. The lines g joining x and xform a congruence.
Suppose that x lies in the tangent plane of 5 at x, that is, suppose that in (37) A = C = 0. We readily verify that if 5(3, 0) is of six dimensions the space 5(2,0) at * cannot coincide with the space 5(2, 0) at x for distinct surfaces 5 and 5. If Si3, 0) is a space of five dimensions, the point x must lie in the tangent to one of the curves of the conjugate net, and that family of curves is a family of plane curves.
The asymptotic case
Suppose that 5 sustains a one-parameter family of asymptotic curves. Let the notation be so chosen that the curves v = const, are the asymptotics. It follows that the functions * defining 5 satisfy the differential equation (41) £uu = axu + bxv + ex.
It follows that the space Si3, 0) is a space of six dimensions at most.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Two of the integrability conditions of the system composed of equations (41) and (43) are
It follows therefore that the surface 5 is ruled.
If in (42) we set C = 0, B = 1, we find that Xu = (a + ß)Xuv + (av + aa + a" + y)xu The point x defined by the expression X ~~~ Xuv " I OiXu ' O X-Q j ¡X
for arbitrary values of a and y generates a surface S whose two-osculating space 5(2, 0) at x coincides with the two-osculating space 5(2,0) of S at x. The point r defined by the expression r = xu -b'x is readily characterized as the only point, on the generator through x of the ruled surface, describing a surface for which the osculating plane to the curve u = const, at r lies in the space of three dimensions tangent to the ruled surface along the generator through x. We find that It follows that the lines g joining x to xform a congruence. The line g passes through x and intersects the tangent line to the curve u = const, on the surface generated by the point r.
Suppose that x lies in the tangent plane to 5 at x. We readily verify that 5(2, 0) at x will coincide with 5(2, 0) at x if and only if x lies in the tangent line of the asymptotic curve on 5 through x, and if the functions x defining the surface satisfy a differential equation of the form (43).
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